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Q. CODE 711 

MIZORAM INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL EDUCATION & RESEARCH 

Competitive Exam For Recruitment To The Post Of Public Health Nurse 
Time: 3 hours 

GENERAL ENGLISH 
SECTION A 

(This section should be answered only on the Answer Sheet Booklet provided) Marks : 20 
Write an essay of not more than 300 words on any one of the following topics: 

a) Influence of internet on children. 
b) Public Health Care in Mizoram. Is it enough? 
c) Causes & Effects of the popularity of fast-food restaurants. 

 
SECTION B 

Marks : 80 
(Attempt all questions. This section should be answered only on the OMR Answer Sheet provided) 

Directions (Questions 1 – 6) : Read the passage. Then answer the questions below.           (6x2=12)  
The word euthanasia is of Greek origin and literally means “a good death.” The Dictionary defines it as “the 

act of killing a person painlessly for reasons of mercy.” Such killings can be done through active means, such 
as administering a lethal injection, or by passive means, such as withholding medical care or food and water. 

In recent years, there have been numerous cases of active euthanasia. They usually involve the deliberate 
killing of ill or incapacitated persons by relatives or friends who plead that they can no longer bear to see their 
loved ones suffer. Although such killings are a crime, the perpetrators are often dealt with leniently by the legal 
system, and the media usually portrays them as compassionate heroes who take personal risks to save another 
from unbearable suffering. The seeming acceptance of active forms of euthanasia is alarming, but we face a 
bigger, more insidious threat from passive forms of euthanasia. In hospitals and nursing homes, there are 
growing numbers of documented deaths caused by caregivers withholding life sustaining care, including food 
and water, from vulnerable patients who cannot speak for themselves. While it is illegal to kill someone 
directly, for example with a gun or knife, in many cases the law has put its stamp of approval on causing death 
by omitting needed care.  

Because such deaths occur quietly within the confines of hospitals and nursing homes, they can be kept 
hidden from the public. Most euthanasia victims are old or very ill, so their deaths might be attributed to a cause 
other than the denial of care that really killed them. “Extraordinary” or “heroic” treatment need not be used 
when the chance for recovery is poor and medical intervention would serve only to prolong the dying process. 
But to deny customary and reasonable care or to deliberately starve or dehydrate someone because he or she is 
very old or very ill should not be permitted. No one has the right to judge that another’s life is not worth living. 
The basic right to life should not be abridged because someone decides that someone else’s quality of life is too 
low. If we base the right to life on quality of life standards, there is no logical place to draw the line. To protect 
vulnerable patients, we must foster more positive attitudes towards people with serious and incapacitating 
illnesses and conditions. Despite the ravages of their diseases, they are still our fellow human beings and 
deserve our care and respect.  

1. The tone of the author can best be described as 
 A. pleading  B. argumentative  C. compassionate  D. emphatic 

2. According to the passage, starvation and dehydration induced euthanasia is “more insidious" because 
 A. euthanasia is legally considered to be a criminal act 
 B. the public’s attitude toward euthanasia is becoming more positive 
 C. it often involves those who cannot protest 
 D. the patient has asked to die with dignity 

3. What is the best synonym for insidious? 
 A. mischievous B. treacherous   C. seductive   D. apparent 

4. The passage maintains that death by withholding care is 
 A. largely confined to hospitals 
 B. largely confined to the terminally ill 
 C. often requested by family members 
 D. approved by living wills 

5. Which is the best definition of abridged? 
 A. trimmed  B. curtailed   C. extended   D. compressed 

6. Using the passage as a guide, it can be concluded that euthanasia is less objectionable in cases in which 
  I. the patient’s death is imminent 
  II. the patient has left instructions in a living will not to provide care 
  III. the patient refuses to accept nourishment 
 A. II only  B. I and II only  C. II and III only  D. I, II and III  
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Directions (Questions 7 – 14) Choose the correct meaning of the idioms given below:          (8x2=16) 

7. A wee bit  
A. a big deal   B. a little   C. to describe in detail  D. a portion  

8. Out of the woods  
A.to walk away  B. to be free  C. make something D. Free from difficulties and dangers 

9. Call a spade a spade   
A.Speak frankly and directly  B. playing cards C. fair play D. talk loudly  

10. With flying colors 
A. very angry  B. very happy      C. Be highly successful  D. able to persevere 

11. Hoping against hope 
A.Without hope B. full of hope  C. have a fighting spirit D. to give up 

12. To move heaven and earth  
A. about astronomy B. to describe distance  C. very strong D. To make a supreme effort 

13. Mind one's p's and q's  
A.to be polite  B. a careful person C. a careless person  D. impolite 

14. Spread like wild fire  
A. burning brightly B.talking very fast C.Spread quickly   D.to light a fire 

Directions (Questions 15 – 21) Choose the correct usage of voice :               (7x1=7) 
15. Why do you tell a lie? 

 A.Why a lie told by you?    B.Why is a lie be told by you? 
 C.Why is a lie told by you?    D.Why is a lie being told you? 

16. I take exercise daily. 
 A.Exercise are taken daily by me.   B.Exercise is taken daily by me. 
 C.Exercise is being taken daily by me.  D.Exercise is been taken daily by me 

17. She will invite me. 
 A.I shall be invited by her.    B.I will invited by her. 
 C.I shall being invited by her.    D.I will been invited by her. 

18. Why does an officer neglect duties? 
 A.Why the duties neglected by an officer?  B.Why are the duties neglected by an officer? 
 C.Why is the duties neglected by an officer?  D.Why are the duties neglect by an officer. 

19. Are we playing a match against them? 
 A.Is a match being played against them by us? B.Is a match be played against us by them? 
 C.Is a match played against us by them?  D.Is a match been played against us by them? 

20. Will you safeguard my secrets? 
 A.Will my secrets safeguarded by you.?  B.Will my secretes be safeguarded by you? 
 C.Would my secretes safeguard by you?  D.Would my secrets be safeguarded by you? 

21. Why did you oppose her? 
 A.Why she opposed by you?    B.Why was she opposed by you? 
 C.Why is she opposed by you?   D.Why she opposes by you? 
Directions (Questions 22 – 26) Choose the most appropriate option for transforming the sentence as 
directed:                     (5x2=10) 

22. Everybody has heard of Einstein.( interrogative) 
 A.Has everybody heard of Einstein?   B.Isnt that everybody has heard of Einstein? 
 C.Everybody has heard of Einstein, isnt it?  D.Einstein is known to all, isnt it? 

23. 24.Her looks proclaim her innocence(complex) 
 A.Her looks proclaim that she is innocent.  B.She is innocent, her looks proclaim. 
 C.Her innocence is seen on her looks.  D.She is innocent, proclaims her looks. 

24. 25.A great deal of research has been done on the Science project(interrogative) 
 A.Has much research been done on the science project? 
 B.Has the Science project undergone research? 
 C.The Science project is thoroughly researched, isnt it? 
 D.Much research has been done on the science project, isnt it? 

25. 26.We have informed her of her success(complex) 
 A.We have informed her of her being successful. B.She has been informed by us of her success. 
 C.We have informed her that she has succeeded. D.She has been informed that she has succeeded. 

26. If you cannot obey me you have to leave(compound) 
 A.If you dont obey me, you will have to leave. B.Obey or leave. 
 C.Either obey me or leave.    D.Obey me or leave. 
Directions (Questions 27 – 32) Choose the appropriate word to fill in the blanks:        (10x1=10) 

27. Ever since she started attending evening courses, Linda......as much yoga as she...... 
 A) isn't doing / has been    B) wasn't doing / should 
 C) hasn't been able to do / used to   D) doesn't do / would like 

28. There doesn't seem to be......to get away from the crowd in this town. 
 A) anywhere  B) somehow  C) nowhere   D) nobody 
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29. .......classical music for five years, Zuali finally felt ready......in public. 
 A) Studying / to be performed   B) To be studied / performing 
 C) Being studied / having performed   D) Having studied / to perform 

30. The farmers in the valley eat most of ......they produce, and......they don't eat, they sell. 
 A) which / anything B) where / how else C) what / whatever  D) how / whenever 

31. Edward, after working all day, prefers to order take out......cook a meal for himself. 
 A) otherwise  B) rather than  C) instead   D) as long as 

32. You have to take the full course of your antibiotics...you feel better;...,your illness will simply return. 
 A) so that / such as B) although / so that C) whereas / even if  D) even if / otherwise 
Directions (Questions 33 – 42) Choose the correct parts of speech for the italicized word:        (10x1=10) 

33. He whispered very quietly in the library 
 A.Preposition  B.Conjunction   C.Verb   D.Adverb 

34. We don’t know if they are home yet. 
 A.Noun  B.Conjunction   C.Adjective  D.Pronoun 

35. The brave soldier returned home 
 A.Adjective  B.Preposition   C.Adverb  D.Noun 

36. They scored many points but still lost the game. 
 A.Interjection  B.Conjunction   C.Adverb  D.Pronoun 

37. Mummy gave her a present yesterday 
 A.Noun  B.Conjunction   C.Verb   D.Pronoun 

38. There was a small, brown fox in the field. 
 A.Noun  B.Adjective   C.Adverb  D.Preposition 

39. Hurry! or you’ll miss your bus. 
 A.Conjunction  B.Interjection   C.Verb   D.Adverb 

40. The brothers are playing ball outside. 
 A.Verb   B.Noun   C.Adjective  D.Pronoun 

41. Edward walked out of the room stealthily so as not to wake the baby.  
 A.Pronoun  B.Adverb   C.Conjunction  D.Preposition 

42. What time do you think they will be home? 
 A.Verb   B.Noun   C.Pronoun  D.Interjection 
Directions (Questions 43 – 47) Choose the appropriate article to complete the sentence:            
(5x1=5) 

43. I plan to buy ____ computer we saw from that shop in Zarkawt. 
 A. an   B. the    C. a   D. No article 

44. My sister won ___ award for ‘Best student in her class. 
A. An   B. a    C. No article  D. the 

45. Meet me in my offce ___ hour from now. 
A. the   B. an    C. a     D. No article 

46. Let me explain the text with ____example. 
A. No article  B. an    C. a   D. the  

47. Being a deeply spiritual person, Ezra reads ____Bible every day. 
A. an   B. the    C. a   D. No article 

Directions (Questions 48 – 57) Choose the appropriate word to fill in the blanks:   (10x1=10) 
48. Take your umbrella-I think _____ is going to rain. 

 A. it   B. there   C. that   D. this 
49. _____________is bad for your health. 

 A. to smoke  B. smoking   C. smoked  D. smoke 
50. Would you like to go ______ with me tomorrow? 

 A. hike   B. hiked   C. hiking  D. to hike 
51. You _______ to listen to your teacher. 

A. should  B. ought   C. had better  D. must 
52. I don’t know ________ people at this party, do you? 

A. much  B. many   C. few   D. less 
53. Would you like_______ jam on your bread? 

A. some  B. a    C. few   D. little 
54. My father did a degree in economics after _________ school 

A. leaving  B. left    C. to leave  D. has left 
55. I have never _________to Champhai. 

A. gone  B. been   C. going  D. being 
56. I’d _________ play football than watch it. 

A. more  B. better    C. rather  D. faster 
57. Would you like a ___________ with your apple? 

A. cheese  B. bread   C. sandwich  D. soup 


